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Abstract 

This chapter deals with how the past is influencing the formation of religious belonging in 

present-day Zanzibar. It analyses Pentecostal Christians’ engagement with the past when 

interpreting present-day experiences of violence, conflict and contestations. Through 

ethnographic research, the case highlights that certain elements of Zanzibar’s history—

African slavery and Muslim Arab domination over Africans—become important features in 

the making of Christian belonging, a cornerstone in an ongoing narrative for liberating 

people, land and nation(s) from evil in the present and the future. With Pentecostal Christian 

migrants situating their presence, growth, and influence in society in continuation with 

scripts of the Zanzibar revolution and constitution of the Union between Zanzibar and 

Tanganyika in the 1960s, the chapter highlights Pentecostal Christians’ engagements with 

the past to reveal processes of emplacement, localization and agency between positions of 

inclusion and exclusion.  

 

Keywords; Zanzibar, belonging, identity politics, uses of the past, Pentecostalism, Muslim-

Christian interactions, Tanzania     

 

 

Introduction1 

In the predominantly Muslim and politically semi-autonomous Zanzibar archipelago,2 history 

is a contested field. For decades, conflicting narratives of the past have shaped ideas about 

belonging and non-belonging. Since the Zanzibar revolution in 1964, conflicting views have 

                                                      
1 Parts of this chapter were first published in Jesus for Zanzibar: Narratives of Pentecostal (Non-)Belonging, 

Islam and Nation. Leiden: Brill (2019). The author wish to thank the anonymous reviewer and the editors of this 

volume for their insightful comments and suggestion for improvements of the manuscript. The remaining errors 

and infelicities are his alone. 
2 Constitutionally, the semi-autonomous Zanzibar archipelago elects its own government and president, and a 

Union president and government. The Union government, however, is also the government of Mainland 

Tanzania (which is the official name of the area previously known as Tanganyika) which makes the United 

Republic a two-tier government Union of which Mainland Tanzania’s government also is responsible for issues 

related to the Union. The Union is thus not actually a Union between two nations but a structure in which 

Zanzibar remains with certain self-determination in terms of internal affairs such as Islamic family law, health 

and education. Yet, questions of foreign affairs and national security belong to the Union structure. A person 

with Zanzibari citizenship is hence both a Zanzibari and a Tanzanian, voting both for a Zanzibari president and 

the Union president, while a citizen in Mainland Tanzania vote for president which is both the Union president 

and the president of ‘Mainland Tanzania’. 
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circulated regarding several major historical events that occurred in Zanzibar before and after 

the revolution. These have fostered social and political tensions, notably shaping conceptions 

of the present and future position of Zanzibar in the Union with Mainland Tanzania. The 

revolution has been characterized as Zanzibar’s ‘chosen trauma’ (Glassman 2011: 296, see 

also Bissell & Fouéré 2018b, Myers 2000) through which interpretations of the past shape the 

present-day political drama and conceptions of the Union (Fouéré 2012a, Cameron 2019). 

Diverging interpretations of the past have been associated generally with two main political 

camps: the Civic United Front (CUF),3 the opposition party supporting a more ‘sovereign’ 

Zanzibar; and the ruling party Chama Cha Mapinduzi (lit. the party of the revolution, 

henceforth CCM) that supports the Union in its current structure. While views critical of the 

Union should be situated in the wider context of the Zanzibar government’s failure to provide 

development in the Isles since the 1960s (Cameron 2019, Koenings 2018: 173-175, Shivji 

2008), residual scripts that stress the Union as an ongoing revolution (mapinduzi daima) 

remain highly influential when filtered through political historiographies of the archipelago’s 

past (Myers 2000, Loimeier 2018). While, for some, the Union represents a continuation of 

the revolution as an African liberation, others see it as a symbol of structural oppression, 

imposed on Zanzibar by the much larger mainland part of Tanzania, with the Union 

government also de facto the mainland government. In other words, present expressions, 

interpretations and memories of the past not only remain important features in the 

configurations of identity and belonging, but also analytical lenses for approaching the 

islands’ political tensions.   

In Zanzibar, a study of belonging centres on defining criteria of inclusion and exclusion, and 

links up to how identities have been negotiated, differentiated and ascribed with value among 

different historically constructed groups of the population – Arabs, Shirazi, Africans, Asians, 

Swahili. Questions of who belongs, and who does not belong in Zanzibar are, following 

Yuval-Davis, related to processes of how social locations (e.g. race, gender, class) facilitate 

the construction of identities (individual and collective), as well as the ways in which 

categories of belonging become valued in relation to each other (Yuval-Davis 2011: 13-16). 

At play here are two aspects of belonging: the affective, often emotional, attachment to a 

place (pointing to processes of emplacement); and the discursive, political construction of 

belonging to justify (or resist) socio-spatial inclusion/exclusion (Antonsich 2010). Belonging 

cannot be studied as a standalone concept, as it is reflected in how humans are located and 

localize themselves in relation to something (Østebø 2020). The fluidity, flexibility and 

relational character of the concept therefore opens up for assessing marginality and positions 

of non-belonging that so far have remained largely understudied (Lähdesmäki et al. 2016).     

                                                      
3 In the build-up to the election 2020, key CUF politicians, including the now late presidential candidate Seif 

Sharif Hamad, left CUF for the Alliance for Change and Transparency—Wazalendo (ACT-Wazalendo). ACT-

Wazalendo today serves as the main opposition.  
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Based on fieldwork conducted in Zanzibar City throughout 2012,4 a year when Zanzibar’s 

role and future place in the Union was at the centre of socio-political tensions, this chapter 

addresses a small, yet growing section of Zanzibar's religious landscape—Pentecostal 

Christianity, and how members of Zanzibar’s largest Pentecostal church, the City Christian 

Center (CCC),5 engaged the islands’ history and interpreted their present role within the 

context of Zanzibar’s already contested and divisive past.  

Pentecostal Christianity in Zanzibar has so far received little scholarly attention (but see 

Olsson 2019).6 Yet, addressing Pentecostal Christians’ engagement with Zanzibar’s past 

reveals ways in which Christian agents engage the local context and enter debates of 

belonging. First, members of the CCC represent a strand of Christianity growing increasingly 

across Africa where a new life (to be born again) in proximity with the Holy Spirit, 

aggressive evangelization and expansion into new territories, as well as a strong focus on 

deliverance from evil all serve as common features (Kalu 2008). Part of a movement 

promoting spiritual and social change, the CCC embodies ideas of what it morally means to 

be a civil member of society. Hence, what CCC members say and do are directed towards a 

wider public audience, and part of crafting alternative moral geographies that shape ways of 

being a person and belonging in relation to specific cultural locations (Krause 2015: 77). 

With such processes entailing a propensity to interpret events taking place in the world as 

outcomes of a spiritual battle between good and evil (Marshall 2009, Maxwell 2006), the 

concept of Pentecostal belonging contains a moral commitment to fight dark forces in 

ongoing processes of edification. Such articulations often run counter to prevailing cultural 

norms and customs making public articulations of Pentecostal Christianity often part of a 

context of increased social tensions.  

Second, the growth of Christianity increasingly intersects with growing critiques of external 

influences on Zanzibar. Many members of Pentecostal churches are newcomers, and most 

                                                      
4 Empirical research for this study took place in Zanzibar City during four months of intense fieldwork in 2012 

and was part of my doctoral work. Data were produced in interaction with Christian members and staff at the 

Pentecostal church of the City Christian Center using standard ethnographic methods (participant observation) 

including 27 life story interviews and two focus group interview sessions (one with Christians and one with 

Muslim representatives). All interviews referred to in this text were conducted in Zanzibar City by the author, 

and except from public figures, all names referred are pseudonyms.  
5 The CCC has recently changed its name into the Zanzibar International Christian Center (ZICC). The change 

coincided with an expansion of the church structure in 2018. In this chapter, I use the name CCC when referring 

to the church as this was the name of the church during the time of fieldwork.   
6 Studies on Christianity in Zanzibar have largely focused on historical mission activities and Christian churches 

role in the abolition of slavery (e.g. Allen 2008, Byaruhanga 2006). Pentecostal Christianity, here indicates a 

type of protestant churches developing from pietistic traditions across the globe in the early 20th Century. Africa 

in particular has seen an upsurge in Pentecostal Christianity since the 1970s. I use the term Pentecostal 

Christianity here as the case under study connections to Assemblies of God. However, discussions on what 

defines Pentecostal churches (under the umbrella term Pentecostalism) tend to take a broad approach to include 

charismatic movements within mainline churches (including Catholicism) and African initiated and spiritual 

churches (see Anderson 2010, Coleman & Hackett 2015, Meyer 2004). In Tanzania, these types of churches are 

often referred to as makanisa ya kiroho (spiritual churches), makanisa ya wokovu (salvation churches) or 

makanisa ya maombezi (intersession churches). 
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often labour migrants from Mainland Tanzania. With mainland origins historically valued as 

the negative ‘other’, the barbaric (mshenzi), against which ideas of cosmopolitan civilization 

(ustaarabu) culture and belonging was formed in Zanzibar, contemporary discourses on (and 

against) mainlanders (Wabara) shed light on how articulations of belonging in the past 

influence the present. The intersection between these different social locations—mainland 

origins (race), Christian identity (religion), labour migrant (class)—within Pentecostal 

communities thus serves as a locus for addressing how different forms of otherness today 

partake in negotiating discourses of belonging, and non-belonging. Focusing on Pentecostals’ 

use of the past therefore serves as a window into contemporary controversies at play 

articulated through discourses pitting Zanzibar against the mainland. It assists in exploring 

how Zanzibar’s past is interpreted, (de-)valued and re-narrated by a religious community of 

primarily non-Zanzibari citizens.  

In what follows, I will briefly situate the presence of competing national imaginaries in 

Zanzibar and the presence of Christianity. I will then present the circumstances surrounding 

my research before analysing how CCC members interpreted the events in 2012 in light of 

Zanzibar's past. Arguing that CCC members’ articulations of the past stem from Pentecostal 

practices of becoming a Christian in public, the spatial-temporal imaginaries of evil such 

practices produce reveal how CCC members engage the Zanzibar revolution to construct 

themselves at the centre of a history of an ongoing liberation (ukombozi).  

 

National imaginaries and religion  

Much has been written about Zanzibar’s political development over the past century. The 

revolution, Zanzibar’s incorporation in the United Republic of Tanzania, and development 

into multiparty politics have all gained attention in ongoing attempts to understand, assess 

and explain the present political climate (Lofchie 1965, Martin 1978, Burgess 2009, Shivji 

2008, Bissell & Fouéré 2018b, Minde, Roop, & Tronvoll 2019, Bakari 2001, Moss & 

Tronvoll 2015, Cameron 2019, Killian 2008, Myers & Muhajir 2013, Roop, Tronvoll, & 

Minde 2018). What this diverse body of literature stresses is that the past, filtered through 

individual and communal experiences, memories and imaginaries, remains guiding in how 

belonging becomes discursively articulated.   

Today, discourses of belonging on Zanzibar tend to differentiate between ‘islanders’ and 

‘mainlanders’ in ways that intersect religious affiliations, geographical origins and the respect 

of local cultural norms and customs. It has produced essentialist discourses that distinguish 

between Wazanzibari (‘authentic’ Zanzibaris promoting the ‘true’ interests of Zanzibar), 

Wazanzibara (people with mainland Tanzanian heritage, often in support of the Union) and 

Wabara (Tanzanians with origins outside the islands) (Cameron 2004: 114, see also 

Keshodkar 2013, Larsen 2004: 125, 2020, Macarthur 2018: 239).  In this contested field of 

categorizations of natives (mwenyeji) versus guests/foreigners (wageni), distinctions between 
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religion and politics are increasingly blurred with religious communities becoming new 

venues for political mobilization and protest (Bakari 2001: 91, Gilsaa 2015: 54, Poncian 

2014, Saalfeld 2019a). With up to 98% of Zanzibar's population being Muslim, rather 

extensive scholarly attention has focused on the role of Islam, and in particular Islamic 

reformist movements, to explore identity politics of the past in the present (Fouéré 2012b, 

2014, Gilsaa 2015, Loimeier 2011, Nieber 2019, Saalfeld 2019b, Mshigeni 2016, Turner 

2009).  

In the interplay between articulations of Muslim belonging, nationalistic tendencies and 

exclusionary politics the presence of Christian communities of mainland origins increasingly 

serves as locations of otherness, especially when Christians do not subject themselves to the 

moral geography (norms or customs) associated with the local Muslim heritage. In these 

locally dominant political discourses, the revolution and the political structure of the Union 

are increasingly cast as Christian hegemony (mfumo kristo, lit. Christian system), working in 

tandem with the CCM political elite to undermine the role of Islam, Muslims and the local 

culture of the archipelago (Gilsaa 2012: 428, Glassman 2011: 297-298, Nieber 2019, 

Nygaard Madsen & Mbilinyi 2018). However, distinctions that conflate religious belonging 

with political support are not fixed, but often complex and blurred. For instance, CCM-

Zanzibar have at times been highly internally divided, with many leaders within the CCM 

party being strong Muslims with a strong Zanzibari identity. In 2012 some CCM politicians 

developed tensions within the party by endorsing Zanzibari protectionism from mainland 

influence.7 Despite these diversifications within the political strata, the perspective advancing 

two competing stories of nationalism at play in Zanzibar has a long history.  

In a thorough assessment of competing nationalist discourses from the 1940s up to the 

revolution, historian Jonathon Glassman (2011) shows how ideas about civilization and race 

respectively generated two different narratives of nationalism in Zanzibar. The first, which 

was formed around a group of intellectuals that would later be central for the Arab 

Association and the Zanzibar Nationalist Party (ZNP), focused on the history of Islamic 

civilization (ustaarabu)8 along the Swahili coast as the cornerstone in the imagination of 

Zanzibar as a territory of defined boundaries and cultural exceptionalism. This group 

emphasized a story of ethnic diversity and harmony under the influence of Arab state 

                                                      
7 For instance, in 2012 a committee in favour for a treaty-based union, drawing its members from the CCM, the 

CUF, and Zanzibar’s business elite was formed. One of the CCM members, Mansoor Yusuf Himid, was fired 

from his position in the GNU by CCM-Zanzibar president, Ali Mohamed Shein, because he publicly voiced a 

critical view of the Union.  

See “Ex-Z’bar minister defiant after ejection from cabinet,” The Citizen 18/10 – 2012 (accessed 2012-10-19 

http://www.thecitizen.co.tz/news/5-political-news/26630-ex-zbar-minister-defiant-after-ejection-from-

cabinet.html); ‘All is not well with CCM in Zanzibar,’ The Citizen 31/10 – 2012 (accessed 2012-11-01 

http://www.thecitizen.co.tz/magazines/32-political-platform/26922-all-is-not-well-with-ccm-in-zanzibar.html). 

See also Keshodkar (2013: 129). 
8 Etymologically stemming from the Arabic word mustaariba, meaning those “who became Arabs by following 

Arab customs” (Fair 2001: 43, Glassman 2011: 86). Becoming a mstaarabu (pl. wastaarabu) was connected to 

the appropriation of knowledge and education, both with regard to awareness of divine understanding and in 

terms of how to comport oneself in society: how to eat, dress, and behave correctly (Middleton 1992: 192). 
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building, with being subjects of the sultan forming the foundation for national belonging. The 

second story was produced by subaltern voices of the labour force and urban poor with 

backgrounds from mainland Africa, in what would become the backbone of the African 

association and later the Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP). These voices advocated a pan-African 

perspective that came to see Zanzibar through the prism of Arab colonialism and dominance 

over Africans (cast as the true 'sons of the soil') backed by a history of slavery. Both 

narratives were exclusionary, the first focusing on ideas of civilization, the other centred on 

race-based injustices. As Glassman stresses: 

'The intelligentsia told a story of civilization, enlightenment, and "blood 

mixture" that had produced a multiracial nation whose traditions of racial 

harmony were thwarted only by [British] colonial policies of divide and rule. 

The subalterns responded with a story of conquest and enslavement by Arab 

foreigners that tied Africans together in a history of shared victimhood' 

(Glassman 2011: 145).   

While these different imaginaries of Zanzibar as a nation peaked in the build-up to, and in the 

event of the revolution in 1964, the two stories remain important for understanding the role of 

belonging in the unfolding of political discourses in Zanzibar. On opposing sides of a 

politically stratified polity, the revolution remains a significant symbol as it stands for both a 

depicted ‘trauma’ and an event of liberation. In what follows, I will refer to these two 

different nationalist stories as 'Zanzibari nationalism' and 'African nationalism' (Fouéré 2014: 

481). 

 

Christianity in Zanzibar, Pentecostalism and the 2012 tensions 

The presence of Christian communities in Zanzibar are connected to movements of people, 

primarily from the African hinterland, coming to Zanzibar both on a voluntary basis (in 

search of job opportunities) or by force (the slave trade). Apart from a small group of Goan 

Catholics connected to the Portuguese presence in Zanzibar during the late 16th and early 

17th century,9 Christianity primarily took root within the context of European mission 

societies, and among groups of former slaves of mainland descent following the abolition of 

slavery in the late 1800s (Langås 2019, Prichard 2017, Sundkler & Steed 2000). Motivated 

by Livingstone's call to abolish the slave trade, the Universities' Mission to Central Africa 

(UMCA) erected the Anglican cathedral in Mkunazini, Zanzibar Town, on what is alleged to 

have been the old slave marketplace.10 The site today is a popular tourist destination and part 

                                                      
9 There are likely none among the small minority of Goan Catholics present in Zanzibar today that could trace 

their heritage back to this time, with the contemporary Goan community linked to arrivals to Zanzibar in the 19 th 

Century (Frenz 2014).  
10 Critical voices have been raised over the historical truth in how slavery in general and the former slave 

market, in particular currently, are being presented. For instance, the slave chambers located at the site of the 
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of UNESCO’s World Heritage. The abolition of slavery contains a narrative of liberation that 

stresses distinctions between Arab slave owners, African slaves, and European emancipators 

(Rhodes 2018, 185), the later closely connected to Christian mission activities on the islands. 

In this recapturing of history, the heritage of slavery linked to ‘Arab’ belonging, coupled with 

the emancipation of African slaves in connection to a European (and Christian) moral crusade 

become forceful ways of retelling the past today (Fouéré 2020, Glassman, 2010). Such 

essentialist discourses of belonging are problematic considering that the ‘African liberation’ 

of slaves was often a much more complex process than a mere ‘emancipation’ from Arab 

masters. In her historical account of African women in the UMCA, Andreana Prichard (2017) 

highlights that integration into Christian missions was rarely seen in terms of redemption, but 

rather as a conscious shift from one master to another by the women themselves. Female 

‘converts’ were obliged to do domestic duties such as cleaning, cooking, and retrieving water 

in exchange for food and shelter. Yet, heroic descriptions of Christian abolitionism against 

“Arab slavery” remain highly influential in how individuals connect the slave past of 

Zanzibar to today’s social divisions.  

The growth of Christian communities around the European-initiated missions in the late 

1800s did however generate what is today considered the local Roman Catholic and Anglican 

communities in Zanzibar. Christians (wakristo wa asili) born and raised in the archipelago are 

widely considered members of the local culture and are distinguished from other Christians 

who have arrived more recently (wakristo waliokuja). The growth of new Christian 

communities in Zanzibar is linked to African-initiated Christian missions to Zanzibar (such as 

the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Tanzania) following the Zanzibar revolution. Missionary 

activities gained further momentum after the economic liberalization and reforms in the 

1980s with Pentecostal missions gaining ground. As an example of a new range of 

Pentecostal and Charismatic churches, the CCC exemplify a strand of newly established 

churches that in 2012 made up more than seventy congregations across the archipelago.11  

The CCC is part of the worldwide Pentecostal denomination of Assemblies of God, and 

Tanzania Assemblies of God’s main  outreach on the islands. It features classical Pentecostal 

teachings (speaking in tongues, holiness lifestyle) but also advances more neo-Pentecostal 

features (deliverance, spiritual warfare). The CCC's roots can be traced to a small group of 

mainland Tanzanians gathering under the leadership of a (former Muslim) evangelist at the 

Union army barracks in the mid-1990s. One of the participating soldiers later received his 

own calling, became a pastor, and developed the CCC congregation into its present state. It is 

                                                      
Anglican cathedral were probably a storage place for the Anglican hospital constructed 20 years after the slave 

market was closed. See Fouéré (2020), Glassman (2010), Rhodes (2018: 180). 
11 This include the Free Pentecostal Church of Tanzania, the Tanzania Assemblies of God, the Evangelical 

Assemblies of God Tanzania, the Church of God Tanzania, the Redeemed Gospel Church, the Christian Mission 

Fellowship, the Pentecostal Evangelistic Fellowship of Africa, the Victory Church International, EFATHA, and 

the Calvary Assemblies of God, to mention some of the most prominent examples. In 2012, the Roman Catholic 

and Anglican Churches remained the largest Christian denominations with 13,000 and 2,500 members 

respectively while the total number of Pentecostals was around 4,500.  
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located on the site of an old Anglican graveyard in the residential area of Kwa Hani, next to 

the Kariakoo roundabout, and in 2012 had a weekly attendance of around 800-900 people. 

Like many other Pentecostal-type churches in Zanzibar, members of the CCC are primarily 

from Mainland Tanzania (and, to lesser degree, other East African countries), but also include 

Zanzibari Christians from Roman Catholic backgrounds (Olsson 2018). Many members have 

arrived in search of economic opportunities in relation to the islands’ emerging international 

tourist sector. Others arrive in Zanzibar to work in the army, as labour in the domestic sphere, 

or to study at the universities. The context is one marked by temporality. Some members 

move between Zanzibar and mainland Tanzania according to the ebb and flow of the tourist 

seasons. Others stay for longer periods of time, one day intending to return to the mainland. 

Most CCC members have not resided long enough in the archipelago to have a Zanzibar 

residence card and the right to vote in the Zanzibar elections.  

Even though Christians in total remain a small demographic minority and constitute less than 

two percent of Zanzibar’s population (today, app. 1.7 million), the limited, yet growing role 

of new Christian churches is causing controversy in Zanzibar. Many among the Muslim 

majority disapprove of Pentecostal churches’ use of music and loudspeakers as well as 

evangelization through public preaching (Loimeier 2011).  

Alongside the emerging new Christian churches—and partly as a reaction to them—new 

Muslim organizations have been formed since the late 1990s. With an agenda of reforming 

Islam and Muslim moral praxis in Zanzibar, Muslim revivals have through public preaching 

challenged socio-cultural practices associated with Muslim belonging in Zanzibar (such as 

celebrations of Prophet Muhammad's birthday, Maulid), and have  criticized Zanzibar’s 

political status within the Union (Loimeier 2011). The main group, Uamsho (Awakening),12 

did, in relation to controversies surrounding calls for amendments of the constitution in 

2011—and the Union government’s launch of a national constitutional review act that 

excluded the Union issue from discussion (see Myers & Muhajir 2013, Roop, Tronvoll, & 

Minde 2018: 247)—surface as a stern public anti-Union voice. During 2012 Uamsho’s 

popularity grew, attracting thousands of people to open-air meetings (mihadhara) mixing 

religion and politics (Fouéré 2012b, 2014). In Uamsho’s anti-Union discourses, external 

influences such as international tourism, mainland immigration or growing Christian 

churches, were signs of a moral degeneration of society and  threats to Muslim ways of 

living. After large anti-Union demonstrations in Zanzibar City in late May 2012, grievances 

in connection with the arrest of one Uamsho leader spilled onto the streets. Political 

institutions and premises associated with support for the Union and links to Mainland 

Tanzania, such as local Zanzibari CCM branches and Christian church premises, were 

                                                      
12 Jumuyia ya Uamsho na Mihadhara ya Kiislamu Zanzibar (the Association of Islamic Awareness and Public 

Preaching,) was at that time a popular Islamic NGO promoting Zanzibar increased political autonomy (if not 

sovereignty) in relation to Mainland Tanzania and the Union structure.  
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attacked. Among them was the CCC church, where armed Uamsho supporters allegedly set 

fire to the pastor’s car and parts of the interior of the church on the 26th of May 2012.13  

For CCC members, critique of, and opposition against the Union and Christians was widely 

interpreted as part of a mounting Islamic agenda that would force Christians to leave the 

islands.14 On the one hand, events in 2012 served to consolidate views of the Zanzibar society 

where the local population (i.e. Muslim Zanzibaris) longed for a return to a past that would 

restore Zanzibar’s social structures to a state prior to the revolution in 1964 and to the Union. 

For CCC members, attacks on churches were proof that a longing for a past—connected to 

Arab rule based on Islamic principles—retained a strong influence on society. On the other 

hand, the experience served to situate the presence of ‘born again’ Christians at the centre of 

such contestations. CCC members interpreted the violence that targeted them as an effect of 

their own moral crusade crafting Christian ways of life as part of a new moral geography in 

Zanzibar.  

 

The Past, Arab rule, and the Revolution   

 ‘Would the Union break, the Arab will return’ (Ungevunjika Muungano, mwarabu 

atarudi).15 The statement of a CCC member while addressing the tensions in Zanzibar in 

2012 envisions what a Union collapse would entail. Without a Union, many CCC members 

were convinced that the islands would begin on a path of Islamization that would eventually 

develop the islands into an Islamic state. It would imply a future where Christian residents 

would be subject to Islamic law, a situation that was paralleled to pre-revolutionary Zanzibar 

when people were subjects of the Sultan, a Muslim leader.  

The fears connected the prospective return to Arab rule to declining freedom, not only in 

relation to CCC members’ ability to be and profess themselves as Christian but also to their 

social location associated with mainland origins. As mainlanders (Wabara), they were aware 

(often through hands-on experience) of the negative discourses present in relation to 

mainland origins. Among CCC members who had lived in Zanzibar for decades (some as 

Muslims prior to conversion to Christianity) the aspect of mainland heritage had always 

maintained  an aspect of potential exclusion.16 Even though no CCC member I interacted 

with had lived in Zanzibar prior to the revolution, each embodied a fear that life on the 

archipelago without the framework of the Union would revive discrimination based on race, 

class or/and religion. As such, CCC members easily tapped into a political discourse of the 

past present in both Tanzania and Zanzibar that places the revolution as the event that 

brought liberation to the islands’ African majority (Mapuri 1996, Loimeier 2018). When 

                                                      
13 There is no space to outline all the circumstances leading up to the animosities in 2012. For a more extensive 

description of the events, see Olsson (2019, chapter 2), and Bakari and Makulilo (2012), Fouéré (2012b).  
14 Sangito 2012-10-21   
15 Male discussant, CCC focus group interview 2012-11-15. 
16 Ali 2012-09-21. 
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CCC members evoked concerns about the return of ‘Arab’ rule, they contributed in 

strengthening ethno-racial discourses that differentiated between ‘Arabs’ and ‘Africans’. It 

also fed into the boundaries between islanders and mainlanders along positions for and 

against the Union that increasingly pitted a Muslim Zanzibar against a Christian Mainland.  

The history of slavery and distinctions between Arabs as slave owners, Africans as slaves, 

and Christians as abolitionists in contrast to an enslaving Islam undergird (re)readings of 

religious and political divisions. CCC members are familiar with these complementary 

narratives of domination and liberation through everyday life in Zanzibar, national (and 

Christian) media channels and the general public discourse in Tanzania. Hanging out with 

members of the church often included conversations around current political issues, while the 

daily issues of national newspapers (Nipashe, Habari Leo and Mwananchi) circulated 

alongside the highly popular, and in 2012 available in Zanzibar, weekly-issued born again 

Christian newspaper Msema Kweli. In homes located in the largely CCM supportive areas 

such as Michezani, Christian gospel DVDs shared the television with news from the state-

owned broadcasting companies Tanzania Broadcasting Network.  

Some CCC members mentioned that they occasionally attended Uamsho’s public rallies in 

2011 and 2012 to hear what Uamsho leaders said about Christians, with any opposition 

voiced against Christians serving to confirm Uamsho’s role as an agent for Muslim (and so 

also Arab) resurgence. Testimonies from fellow CCC members raised in Zanzibar, and their 

often-negative experience of growing up as Christians in a Muslim society, furthermore 

consolidated ideas of an ongoing exclusion of Christians on the islands. Immersion with the 

history of slavery also took place in more tacit ways. Passing by the national heritage site of 

the slave market at the Anglican Church while moving between their workplaces in Stone 

Town and residences in the suburbs of Zanzibar City provided CCC members with a visible 

reminder of atrocities present in the past as well as Christianity’s role in ending this trade.  

Moreover, the CCC church’s location on what used to be the Anglican Church’s graveyard 

further reaffirmed to CCC members how forms of Christian emplacement historically, 

personal testimonies, and public media discourses cut across temporalities to reproduce 

distinctions between Arab and African as well as Muslim and Christian belonging in relation 

to slavery, revolution and the Union (Bissell & Fouéré 2018a: 25-28). The church’s location 

on a graveyard was percieved to maintain a certain distance to Muslim residents in the area, 

as it was a spiritually charged place where dead spirits (mizimu) resided. Hence, acts of 

worship where ‘liberated’ Christian slaves once were buried served to situate the CCC within 

a wider spiritual topography, and a trajectory of Christian presence in Zanzibar originating 

before the establishment of the congregation.  

The spiritual dimensions connected to the church site allude to how slavery also was 

incorporated in a wider spiritual idiom differentiating between good and evil forces 

permeating the CCC community. Given prevailing discourses between slavery and spiritual 

bondage across Africa (Comaroff & Comaroff 2002, Van Binsbergen 2001), CCC members 
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interpreted resistance towards Christians as a consequence of developments in the spiritual 

realm. It connected a long history of cultivating relationships (kufuga) with spiritual beings 

(referred to as mashetani, majini, mapepo) in relation to Muslim practices in Zanzibar 

(Lindhardt 2015, 168). For CCC members, Muslim practices of nurturing of human-spiritual 

relationships served to locate the isles as a place of great spiritual intensity, and an area 

permeated by dark forces (nguvu za giza) when compared to a more Christian influenced 

mainland Tanzania.17 The influence of dark forces served as an interpretive lens when CCC 

members assessed the role of slavery, Islam’s wider social (and moral) impact, and present-

day calls for opposition to the Union. The presence of malevolent spiritual forces alluded to 

past times that still influenced the present. Forms of spiritual mapping served to trace social 

developments and provide empirical information of a spiritual war unfolding. The spiritual 

discourse spoke to fears of Islam’s potential disruptive role for peace in Tanzania more 

generally, and on Zanzibar in particular, and is a discourse also purported by the CCM 

government in relation to the opposition in Zanzibar (Cameron, 2009: 160, 162). The 

suspicion against Muslim public practices speaks to concerns within CCM (Bissell & Fouéré 

2018a, Burgess 2009: 277) as well as among international actors (e.g. Bailey 2019) that tend 

to portray Muslim political expressions—such as Uamsho (and also CUF’s nationalist 

discourse)—in connection to external interests, which potentially could contribute to Islamist 

radicalisation, terrorism, and anti-Christian stances (LaSage 2014, Basedau, Vüllers, & 

Körner 2013, Mshigeni 2016). Hence, the potential insurgence that connected the influence 

of spiritual forces to longings for a return to ‘Arab’ rule and discourses on Muslim 

radicalisation and anti-Union stances influenced how CCC members interpreted the counter-

narratives of Zanzibari nationalists’ alternative scripts of the revolution. 

Against this, the growth of the CCC church and Christians’ ability to express their faith in 

public served as testimonies of social progress in relation to the islands’ past.18 This includes 

walking the street with a bible in hand, being able to preach in public and to purchase 

Christian newspapers in the street, and women’s ability to wear trousers.19 Yet, despite these 

signs of developments, Zanzibar society was still regarded by CCC members to be permeated 

by a ‘religion of no freedom’.20 In this tension between experiencing both increased freedom 

and increased regulations, Zanzibar surfaced in 2012 as liberated but not free. One member of 

the CCC expressed Zanzibar’s contested condition in the following way: ‘the day when the 

Union dies it is indeed the end for Zanzibar… right now we are free because of the Union, 

and it is necessary that Christians pray for the Union.’21 Ultimately, this placed the Union 

structure alongside a growing Christian presence as symbolic of freedom, development and 

wider social progress.  

                                                      
17 Danieli 2012-10-29, Daudi 2012-10-27, Imanueli 2012-11-11, and Luka 2012-10-05. 
18 Daudi 2012-10-27.  
19 Robert 2012-11-08, Raheli 2012-10-30. 
20 Fiona 2012-10-28 (original in English).  
21 Haruni 2012-09-28.  
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After the attack on the church in May, and throughout the fall of 2012, the CCC engaged in 

intense programs of prayer and fasting with members collectively protecting the Union 

through means of spiritual warfare. Praying for peace in the nation (the Union), they also 

prayed for Zanzibaris living under what they see as spiritual bondage and the influence of 

malevolent spiritual forces.22 To the CCC, that ‘Christianity is spread in Zanzibar’23 is a 

prerequisite for the perseverance of the Union. The Union controversy became a 

materialization of the ongoing spiritual battle at play in Zanzibar. Even though a Union 

breakup during the peak of 2012’s tensions was an unlikely outcome considering the islands’ 

dependence and unequal power relations—e.g. Zanzibar relied on the mainland for food 

imports and electricity—doubts connected to the Union’s endurance remained a narrative 

trope strengthening CCC members’ connection to the islands.  

 

The Fight for Freedom?  

Within the CCC’s discursive field of identity categorizations a certain complementarity 

between the power of the Union, that is, its military power, the army, and the power of 

Christian spiritual warriors in Zanzibar also gained momentum. The history of the CCC is 

closely connected to the above-mentioned cell group meetings at the army barracks located 

near the church, and the trajectory of the CCC’s pastor and spiritual leader, Dixon Kaganga, 

who arrived with his family in Zanzibar as a soldier in the Tanzanian Union army, further 

stresses connections between the army and Christian belonging. Several other CCC members 

have followed the same route to the islands.  

Considering that mainlanders make up the army and military personnel in Zanzibar—a 

regulation employed by the CCM (pre-1977 ASP/TANU) regime since the revolution to 

prevent an army coup in Zanzibar—the Tanzania People’s Defence Force (TPDF) is 

increasingly regarded to represent the Union’s (i.e. the mainland government’s) power in 

Zanzibar.24 As an organ of the Union, the military force in Zanzibar has been used to repress 

political protests and control political (and religious) opposition. This is especially so during 

widely acknowledged mismanaged elections that have led to recurring violent confrontations 

since the introduction of multi-party politics (Arnold, Mckim, & Rawlence 2002, Cameron 

2002). In other words, the army is a powerful symbol of the mainland in Zanzibar that shapes 

the political context of the islands.    

The fact that TPDF soldiers were posted to guard the church premise at nights and during 

Sunday services after the attack on the CCC church in May 2012 was a highly visual symbol 

of mainland representation in Zanzibar. From the perspective of the CCC, it served to 

                                                      
22 Prayers for the Union and Tanzania were undertaken throughout the time I spent conducting fieldwork in the 
CCC church, often during special prayer sessions where themes, and locations to which to direct prayer, were 
given to the congregants by CCC leaders.   
23 Haruni 2012-09-28 
24 Officially it is the army of the Union, i.e. both Zanzibar and Tanzania Mainland. 
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highlight how they supplemented each other. While the military protected the church from 

physical threat, the CCC depicted themselves through military symbolism as protecting the 

Union in spiritual terms.25 Together, the army of the Union (jeshi la Tanzania) and the army 

of God (jeshi la Mungu), made of born again Christians, were for CCC members perceived 

mutually necessary for the ongoing liberation of Zanzibar. The Union controversy provided a 

framework through which Pentecostals’ role and wider meaning in the society became 

entangled in the wider political context. 

It is important to reiterate that the link between the Union and Christianity was not a narrative 

exclusive to the CCC. Zanzibari Muslims, and groups like Uamsho also connected the 

growing presence of new Christian communities and mainland workers to the Union structure 

(Loimeier 2011). In a focus group interview I organised with Zanzibari Muslims in support of 

Uamsho, critical views on newly arriving Christians (wakristo wa kuja) were raised. New 

groups of Christians were seen to come with ‘the goal to destroy Zanzibar’ (lengo la 

kuiharibu Zanzibar) and ‘to wage war’ (wanakuja kupiga vita) against ‘the local population’s 

culture’ (utamaduni ya Wazanzibari).26 Christians were also perceived to be shipped to 

Zanzibar from Dar es Salaam in order to tweak the actual numbers of Christians worshiping 

in churches, to ‘change the image of Zanzibar as a Muslim nation’ (kuondoa ile sura ya 

kwamba Zanzibar ni nchi ya Kiislamu).27 These narratives connecting mainland newcomers 

and Christianity to the Union need to be placed in the wider context of a gradual 

‘encroachment’ of the Union since the late 1970s onwards (Shivji 2008, Cameron 2009).28  

CCC members’ emphasis on their commitment to fight for freedom in Zanzibar however 

reached beyond the context of the islands—the battle in Zanzibar had bearing on the 

Tanzanian nation as a whole. Reflecting on the wider national consequences of a Union 

collapse, Haruni, a CCC member who had been living in Zanzibar since the 1990s, lamented 

that ‘we will not have any more freedom in Tanganyika.’29 It was a peculiar statement. 

“Tanganyika '' was at the time of my research 2012 rarely used in Tanzania apart from 

references to the colonial period prior to independence. The exception was in Zanzibar, 

where Tanganyika often was used to designate a position held on the political spectrum, 

which signified the use of an anti-Union rhetoric referring to the territorial entities of 

Zanzibar and Tanganyika as they were prior to the revolution (Fouéré 2014). The use of 

Tanganyika rather than Tanzania highlighted how attention was directed to broadly defined 

pre-revolutionary times, an era of commercial activity when Zanzibar flourished in regional 

influence and dominated the African hinterlands. In Zanzibar this is still often popularly 

                                                      
25 The image of being God’s soldiers draw heavily on the biblical passages of Ephesians 6:10-18.  
26 Male discussants, focus group interview 2012-11-17. The focus-group interview with Muslim youths 

consisted of three women and five men from Unguja and Pemba. The majority of the group had studied in 

universities. Participants were between the ages of 21 and 30. 
27 Male discussants, focus group interview 2012-11-17. 
28 Especially in relation to the merging of the ruling parties of Zanzibar (ASP) and Mainland Tanzania (TANU) 

into a political alliance (CCM) in 1977, the economic liberalization and polity reforms in the 1980s and multi-

party politics since the early 1990s. 
29 Haruni 2012-09-28. 
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captured in a saying predating colonial times, ‘when the pipes are played on Zanzibar, all 

Africa east of the Lakes must dance’ (Saleh 2009: 199). The saying reflects nostalgia of a 

time when Zanzibar was seen as the commercial centre of East Africa, with culture, fashion, 

and political decisions made in the islands influencing the rest of the region. If Zanzibar, to 

use a popular Pentecostal metaphor, slides back into a (dark) past, a past seen shaped by 

African subjugation under Arab rule, Haruni’s statement indicated concerns about Zanzibar’s 

potential geopolitical resurgence and regional instability.  

For Haruni, the past remained an imminent threat. It situated (politicised) discourses of 

Zanizbar’s past purported by the CCM within a Pentecostal discourse stressing discontinuity 

that help craft moral Christian belonging against an immoral and evil past (Meyer 2011). 

CCM politician Thabit Kombo, an old-guard member of Nyerere’s government have for 

instance stated, ‘without the Union, the enemies of Zanzibar would have increased their 

machinations, and there would be neither security nor peace, neither in Zanzibar nor on the 

mainland’ (Kombo & Mdundo 1999: 139, quoted in Bjerk 2015: 255-256). Strikingly similar 

to the CCC members’ views quoted above, the CCM discourse reveals how calls for a 

‘permanent revolution’ (mapinduzi daima) merge with articulations of Pentecostal discourses 

for change. In other words, CCC members’ crafting of an alternative moral geography 

through political discourses of Zanzibar’s past situates Christian awakening as part of an 

ongoing (spiritual) revolution. These struggles, materialized in discursive practices (e.g. 

aesthetics, prayer, fasting and spiritual warfare), arguably stress the importance of Christians’ 

public presence (Englund 2011, Marshall 2009, Meyer 2011, van Klinken & Obadare 2018). 

Professing one’s faith in public, walking with a bible in hand, buying a Christian newspaper, 

or dressing in ways that stand out in relation to local dress codes, all became ways of 

manifesting Christian salvation in tandem with an ongoing liberation of African islanders 

viewed living under the influence of the past.  

 

The (Spiritual) Revolution Continued: The Union   

CCC members’ use of an ontological divide between good and evil to interpret Zanzibar 

socio-cultural milieu served to evaluate large sections of the Zanzibari society as living under 

norms, values, and customs of the past perceived as backward, narrow-minded and anti-

modern.30 This included Zanzibari Muslims’ preference for religious education in madrasa to 

public and secular schooling, and lazy attitudes and reluctance to farm their own food or to 

engage in work with tourists.31 In contrast, Christianity in general and Pentecostals in 

particular were associated with ideas of economic progress, secular education and 

development, which were seen to be compatible with the secular outlook of the Union.32  

                                                      
30 Luka 2012-10-05; Robert 2012-11-08.  
31 Robert 2012-11-08; Luka 2012-10-05.  
32 CCC representation of Zanzibari as backward taps into more general discourses of maendeleo in Tanzania, 

which in political rhetoric is linked to the compatibility between modernity (kisasa) and Christian ways of life 
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For CCC members, the Union’s legal framework provided space for Christians in a society 

seen guided by religious regulations and an Islamic legal system. In this, opposition to the 

Union in Zanzibar was viewed as calls for restoring of Muslim hegemony in relation to 

Christians’ growing public role. “There are people whose goals are not to break the Union. 

To my knowledge it is not about breaking the Union, it is about making Christianity go astray 

(kupotea) here; [it is about] Zanzibar not wanting Christianity.’33 The statement framed 

secessionist elements in Zanzibar as religiously motivated, and helped consolidate 

Christianity at the centre of what in many ways were intra-Muslim contestations over 

Zanzibar’s future role and place within the Union. One the one hand, it suggests that 

discourses that excluded newly arriving Christian from belonging in Zanzibar served to 

strengthen CCC’s members’ narrative of CCC as a space for mainland belonging. Yet, on the 

other hand, the revolution and establishment of the Union constituted an alternative story for 

crafting a discourse of Christian inclusion. Situating their presence in a chain of events 

starting with Christian anti-slavery campaigns in the mid-1800s up to the Union, CCC 

members localised themselves in a single teleology of liberation: a process in time and space 

that eventually will set Zanzibar free.  

This pro-national Union position is a rather controversial one compared to how Pentecostal 

Christian communities’ relationship to the Tanzanian state has often been presented in 

mainland Tanzania. Pentecostal and Charismatic Christian revivals have frequently been 

viewed as a challenge to the unity of the nation (e.g. Heilman & Kaiser 2002, Ludwig 1996). 

Moreover, not all Tanzanian Christians valued the Union as highly as the CCC. On the 

contrary, many regarded Zanzibar as a never-ending controversy, which could be left to fend 

for itself if that was what the Zanzibari population really wanted. Haruni was aware that this 

was the case:  

There are Christians who do not want the Union… [When] I was in the 

mainland they asked me why we do not break the Union. Why [not]? There 

are Christians that do not like the Union. But for this island to be healed, the 

existence of the Union is crucial.34  

Here Haruni seems concerned that Christians on the mainland do not understand the Union’s 

wider impact on the nation as a whole. Within the CCC, he was not alone in his reflections. 

As already noted, Pentecostal narratives of evil are situated in relation to the past, present, 

and future role of the Union; therefore, the Union is part of God’s plan for redeeming 

Zanzibar—and, by extension, Tanzania. As saved Christians, CCC members generally rallied 

behind a responsibility to engage in the battle against evil, and by doing so, also delivered the 

‘other’, the one not yet saved, from the influence of dark forces (Marshall 2009: 14). To not 

support the Union, for instance by leaving Zanzibar, would mean giving up the spiritual 

                                                      
(kikristo) (Hasu 1999). It also completely overlook a long tradition of agricultural practices on the archipelago 

(Cameron 2004) 
33 Danieli 2012-10-29.  
34 Haruni 2012-09-28.  
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battle. There was in other words, a “political rationality” (O'Neill 2010: 15) permeating CCC 

members’ call to remain committed Christians engaged in the struggle.35   

This duty was, however, marked by ambivalence. In the context of tensions in 2012, many 

CCC members were concerned with their own and their families’ safety on the islands, and 

some members were vocal about the possibility of leaving the archipelago if conditions got 

any worse. In addition, most members viewed their presence in Zanzibar as temporary. The 

vast majority of CCC members with who I interacted intended to return to the mainland one 

day and questioned how far CCC members were ready to go in order to fight for freedom in 

Zanzibar. The church leader represented one end of the spectrum: during the attack on the site 

in May 2012, he stayed locked up in his office in the church—an act that can be seen as 

symbolic of his commitment to stay in Zanzibar whatever the ordeal. Another member 

presented more of a compromise, and considered relocating his family back to the mainland 

while he remained to continue his responsibilities in Zanzibar. For others, the prospect of 

leaving did not seem very distant. Haruni’s statement on Christians’ responsibility to protect 

the Union for the sake of mainland Tanzania should arguably be read in relation to the short-

term presence of the CCC members in Zanzibar. Even though a certain ambivalence 

surrounded Christians’ willingness to remain in Zanzibar in 2012, CCC members’ relation 

and commitment to a life in Zanzibar will probably remain as long as the Union stands. With 

the Union framework intact, the story of African liberation points to how mainland migrants’ 

negotiate discourses of exclusion through the cultivation of Christian lifestyles.  

CCC members’ engagement in discourses of non-belonging in relation to Zanzibar points to 

processes of de-sacralising values connected to Zanzibar’s religious and cultural heritage. It 

highlights the Union as a locus through which different narratives of (and for) sociocultural 

change in Zanzibar takes place. The sociologist N.J. Demerath the third has emphasized the 

role of sacred cultures, such as religions, in breaking down (i.e. secularising) older cultures 

and divisions (2007). The relationship between Christian migrants and the Union is perceived 

to be dismantling and undermining what many Zanzibaris today regard as the foundations 

(what is sacred) of their culture—values, norms and customs connected to the historical 

influence of Islam and the Indian Ocean. Yet, at the same time, the Union and the narrative of 

the revolution as an African liberation has been sacralised by the CCM regime. Muslim 

organizations such as Uamsho represent a stratum in the Zanzibar society promoting attempts 

to dismantle this narrative, while the CCC represents a religious community sacralising the 

Union in relation to discourses longing for a sacred Muslim civilization. Comparing the CCC 

with Uamsho, there is a consensus about the Union’s as well as Zanzibar’s pre-revolutionary 

past respective sacred role that alludes to ongoing configurations of African nationalism and 

Zanzibari nationalism (Glassman 2011, Fouéré 2014). This highlights Pentecostals’ political 

work embedded in discursive formations of the past’s impeding role for ongoing change in 

                                                      
35 E.g. Robert, 2012-11-08. 
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the present and reveals how religious belonging is discursively located in relation to shifting 

positions of inclusion and exclusion.  

Against the strong links between the CCC’s spiritual war and the CCM’s narrative of a 

permanent revolution presented above, I did not encounter CCC members who also were 

active CCM members. When discussing politics CCC members were rather proclaiming that 

Christians do not engage in ‘[political] party matters’, but ‘Christians just have the office of 

Jesus.’36 Yet, others were critical of CCM’s role in Tanzania and many members with origins 

in Northern Tanzania supported Chadema’s (Chama Cha Demokrasia na Mandeleo, The 

Party for Democracy and Progress) presidential candidate at the time, the Christian Dk 

Willibrod Slaa.37 With that said, those CCC members who were able to vote in the Zanzibar 

presidential election saw no other alternative but to vote for the CCM candidate.38 Contrary 

to Pentecostals often self-proclaimed apolitical stance, the above offers a case of how 

Pentecostal forms of belonging are produced in relation to contextual circumstances. The 

politics of born again Christians’ belonging is hence produced in relation to the wider 

discourses surrounding how categorisations of social locations today take place in Zanzibar, 

and especially configurations of religious identities in the ongoing tensions surrounding 

Zanzibar’s role and future part in the United Republic of Tanzania.  

 

Discussion and concluding remarks  

Situated in a wider context of how interpretations, memories and ideas of the past shape 

discourses of belonging in Zanzibar, the case of the CCC has revealed how a community of 

Christians with origins outside the archipelago are located but also localise themselves in an 

increasingly politicized social context. By stressing born-again practises of discontinuity with 

Zanzibar’s past, the chapter has argued that Pentecostal belonging is produced in relation to 

articulations of both Zanzibari nationalism and African nationalism and their respective 

evaluations of Zanzibar’s history. The politics of belonging at play point to how distinctions 

between islanders and mainlanders intersect with religious identities in shaping socio-spatial 

exclusions that here speak to wider political divisions present in Zanzibar.   

The ethnographic material highlights to how CCC members’ interpretations of socio-cultural 

norms, values, and customs in Zanzibar as remnants of an evil past not only serve to negotiate 

sites of alienation (race, class and religion) but also reinforce discourses of not belonging. 

Yet, this does not mean that emotional attachment and processes of emplacement that locate 

CCC members in Zanzibar do not take place. As a community made up primarily of mainland 

Tanzanians sharing similar experiences of alienation, CCC reflects how belonging is shaped 

in relation to the human, social, and material realities of a life in Zanzibar (Østebø 2020: 

                                                      
36 Yesaya 2012-10-01. 
37 Fieldnotes, CCC cell group discussion 2012-10-23. Chadema is widely supported in Northern Tanzania, and 

Willibrod Slaa come from this region.  
38 This include converts from the Roman Catholic Church born in Zanzibar.  
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548). Produced, nurtured, and enacted through cultivating a Christian commitment to fight 

dark forces, attachment to Zanzibar is furthermore shaped in the moral discursive practices 

formed in relation to responsibilities to unveil the ‘evil’ reality (Meyer 2011). Commitment 

to a spiritual battle materialized in prayers, fellowship, and outreach, here arguably points to 

how Christians (re)localize themselves as both a counter-force to strands of Zanzibar 

exceptionalism as well as a guardian of Zanzibar’s inclusion in the Union. While this serves 

to revalue points of exclusion through discourses of moral superiority, the case of the CCC 

also reveals how discourses of exclusion are shifted through interpretative work that 

(re)locates their Christian presence in a chain of events, all seen to bring Zanzibar closer to 

the African continent. Hence, while CCC members confirm the archipelago’s difference (and 

exclusivism) in prevailing discourses distinguishing between Zanzibar and mainland 

Tanzania, their location on Zanzibar is at the same time situated in the Union as a whole.  

As agents engaged in transforming the moral geography permeating the Zanzibar society, 

CCC Christians thus write themselves in a history of events interpreted to have moved the 

Zanzibar society in the right direction. Here, Christian abolitionism, the revolution, and 

construction of the Union are all incorporated in a Christian narrative of emancipation where 

the freedom of African slaves, African subjugation under Arab rule, and liberalisation 

(enabling the introduction of new Christian missions) all are seen part of trajectory towards 

liberation and inclusion into the Tanzanian nation. By situating contestations, violence, and 

tensions in the material world as spiritual in nature, the case of the CCC show how Christians 

place their presence in Zanzibar and enter contestations over what ways, and to what extent, 

Zanzibar should (or should not) be part of the Union.  

While the analysis presented here draws on material produced at a time when the Muslim 

organisation Uamsho played a significant public role in Zanzibar, it has addressed how 

Christian agents, in this context articulated their location in Zanzibar. As examples of 

religious configurations of belonging in the Indian Ocean, the study reveals how modes of 

inclusion and exclusion were reworked in relation to ongoing negotiations of social locations 

(race, class and religion) in Zanzibar. What role Christian articulations of belonging will play 

ahead remains to be seen. However, situated in political discourses of freedom, liberation and 

domination, Pentecostal Christians have already started to locate themselves in relation to the 

unfolding history surrounding who belongs and who not belongs on the archipelago.   
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